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					Something's broken. This is no good.

				
			
				
					Looks like we need a powernap. If only there was a device that helped do that... wait a minute.

              	

         	
      	
  	

    
				            
                                
                        

		Importance of Sleep for Handling Academic Stress




	In today’s academic world, the importance of sleep for academic success is becoming more evident. Prioritizing sleep is essential for achieving the best academic results. Research consistently shows that not getting enough sleep can harm cognitive abilities, attention, and memory – all crucial for effective learning.

Highlights

	Prioritizing sleep is essential for optimal academic performance, as inadequate sleep can impair cognitive function, attention span, and memory consolidation.
	Sleep deprivation among students is pervasive but often glorified, leading to increased stress, anxiety, and depression, which further hinder academic success.
	Establishing consistent sleep schedules and practicing good sleep hygiene are crucial steps in promoting better sleep habits among students.


There’s often a culture that glorifies staying up late as a sign of dedication. But this can lead to increased stress, anxiety, and depression, making academic challenges even harder to overcome. By establishing good sleep habits early on, students can improve both their well-being and their academic performance. It’s time to realize that quality sleep isn’t just a luxury – it’s essential for academic success.

Academic stress affects sleep patterns and overall well-being

Sleep is not just about resting; our brains and bodies must recharge and function properly. When we sleep, our brains process information, handle emotions and prepare us for the day.
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	Academic stress disrupts the natural sleep process by triggering the release of stress hormones making it difficult for students to relax and fall asleep.
	Students often sacrifice sleep in favor of studying more, believing it will improve their academic performance.
	Late-night sessions creating sleep deficits lead to a detrimental cycle where lack of sleep impairs cognitive function.
	Lifestyle factors, such as excessive screen time and irregular sleep schedules, disrupt the body’s natural circadian rhythms, making it challenging to establish healthy sleep patterns.
	Overall, the stress of academic demands combined with poor sleep habits creates a vicious cycle that negatively impacts students’ cognitive abilities, emotional well-being, and overall academic performance.


Light therapy can prove beneficial

Light therapy offers a holistic approach to managing academic stress by regulating sleep patterns, boosting mood, and increasing energy and focus. By synchronizing the body clock, it improves sleep quality and reduces feelings of overwhelm.

Additionally, light therapy stimulates serotonin production, promoting a more positive outlook and enhancing cognitive function, crucial for academic success.
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Use of Re-Timer can help alleviate stress levels

Re-Timer light therapy glasses utilizes light therapy to regulate your body’s internal clock, which in turn enhances sleep quality and overall well-being. By improving sleep patterns, it can help students better cope with the pressures of academic life, reducing stress levels and promoting mental resilience. Integrating Re-Timer into a routine could prove instrumental in alleviating academic stress and fostering a healthier academic experience.

 

“Last year, my son struggled with a distressing sleep phase-shift problem that caused him to miss an entire term of school. We saw many medical professionals who prescribed a range of medications, including melatonin and sleeping pills. After a long-awaited appointment with a sleep physician, we acted upon his recommendation and tried a Re-Timer. After one day’s use, we saw some changes, and within two weeks, his normal sleep cycle was restored. Since then, he has used it on occasion to sort his sleep cycle out after a run of late nights or broken sleep. I recommend it unreservedly.

Julie Smith, Melbourne, Australia
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